
ATM multi-vendor security solutions 

We understand the threats the ATM industry faces. Our teams 
have responded to the challenging escalation of crime. Cennox 
boasts one of the largest portfolio of solutions that prevent 
these dangerous and malicious activities.
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THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY PORTFOLIO IN THE INDUSTRY

Internal safe protection

Anti-skimming protection

Cash shutter guard

Device tracking

Security barriers

Audible strobe alarm

Remote management 

Bank note staining

Security smoke

Tampering protection

Plinths



We innovate security solutions deployed worldwide, protecting our customers’ facilities, assets, staff, 
and clients. Trusted to protect, and driven to excel, we are committed to remaining your partner for all 
things security.
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Our ATM security solutions

A protective plating system that sits within the 
fascia panel and detects drilling, stopping 
jackpotting style attacks on an ATM by criminals.

+  Tampering protection 

Remotely monitor, manage and maintain your 
ATMs/ITMs. Reduce service calls and expedite 
resolutions.

+  Remote management
The Gryphon Locking System works by placing 
a physical barrier between the cash cassettes 
in an ATM and the robbers.

+  Internal safe protection

The ATM Security Barrier steel plating stops 
criminals from accessing the front and the side 
of the ATM where they are most vulnerable.

+  Security barriers

Generate immediate attention with the internal 
and external alarm features of a loud siren and 
strobe light to deter thieves.

+  Audible strobe alarm

The ultimate form of protection for ATMs. Our 
devices provide proactive threat detection to 
counter fraud and customer data theft.

+  Anti-skimming / anti-shimming

The secure anchorage solution directly under the 
ATM. Available in configurations for all makes 
and models of ATM and deposit machines.

+  Plinths

The Security Smoke Device releases a thick cloud 
of red smoke that stains the contents and acts as 
a deterrent to stop the attack.

+  Security smoke

Our ink staining solutions significantly reduce the 
risk of criminal attacks on cash stored in cash 
cassettes.

+  Bank note staining

The Cennox Cash Shutter Guard is designed to 
protect against a variety of shutter related fraud.

+  Cash shutter guard

Guiding police to within yards of the ATM, 
the Cennox ATM Tracker works to reunite our 
customers with their stolen items.

+  Device tracking


